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Abstract: The influence of Alternanthera philoxeroide (alligator weed) invasion on wetland organic
matter (OM) accumulation and bacterial changes is rarely studied, but is possibly an important step
for revealing the invasion mechanism. Thus, the distribution characteristics of light fraction organic
carbon and nitrogen (LFOC and LFON), and heavy fractions organic carbon and nitrogen (HFOC
and HFON) were analyzed. Sampling was done on two sediment depths (0–15 cm and 15–25 cm) of
invaded and normal habitats of two natural wetlands and two constructed wetlands, and bacterial
taxa and composition in surface sediments were also analyzed by high-throughput sequencing. In the
surface sediments, the LFOC and LFON contents were significantly higher in the constructed wetlands
(0.791 and 0.043 g·kg−1) than in the natural wetlands (0.500 and 0.022 g·kg−1), and the contents of the
C and N fractions were also prominently higher in the invaded areas than in normal wetland habitats.
The OM storage was relatively stable. Proteobacteria (55.94%), Bacteroidetes (5.74%), Acidobacteria
(6.66%), and Chloroflexi (4.67%) were the dominant bacterial phyla in the wetlands. The abundance
of Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria, and Gemmatimonadetes were significantly higher in the invaded
areas than in the normal habitats. The relative high abundance-based coverage estimator (ACE) index
in the constructed wetlands and invaded areas suggested the corresponding high bacterial diversity.
The significant and positive relationship between Acidobacteria and organic nitrogen concentrations
suggested their potential and positive interrelationships. This study demonstrated that the alligator
weed invasion could significantly change the compositions of sediment organic matterand bacteria,
thus further changing the nutrition cycle and wetland microhabitat.
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1. Introduction

Exotic plant invasion is a tremendous threat to natural ecosystems, it was also one focus of ecological
research over the last few decades [1]. As one kind of water-saturated and multifunctional ecosystem,
wetland provides an ideal habitat for aquatic exotic plants to invasion, growth, and reproduction [2,3].
Especially, Alternanthera philoxeroides (alligator weed) was a typical invasive plant species in the world,
it was first recorded in South America in the 1900s, subsequently spread to North America, and then
invaded the Chinese water areas during the 1930s [4]. Its high reproductive and migration ability
caused serious damage to local water environment [5], thus alligator weed invasion has attracted great
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attention. However, previous studies mostly focused on the harm of alligator weed invasion, as well
as how to reduce or eliminate it [1,3], while ignoring its effects on the nutrition cycle or microorganism
in the wetland ecosystem.

Wetland has a great potential for carbon and nitrogen accumulation, which plays an important
role in relieving global warming and purifying the water quality [6,7]. Plenty of studies showed
that the exotic plant invasion might affect the accumulation of soil organic carbon (SOC) and organic
nitrogen (ON) [8,9]. Soil organic matter (SOM) is the main form of OC and ON, the study on different
SOM categories can further reveal the influence of alien plant invasion on the accumulation process of
carbon and nitrogen [10]. The SOM can be divided into light fraction organic matter (LFOM) and heavy
fraction organic matter (LFOM), through soil density difference [11]. With the soil density less than
1.7 g·cm−3, LFOM is mostly composed of undecomposed or partially decomposed biological residues,
and is sensitive to plant types, land-use types, etc. [12]. Thus, it can be an early indicator to evaluate soil
OM changes when suffering alligator weed invasion. With a soil density higher than 1.7 g·cm−3, HFOM
is relatively stable in a terrestrial ecosystem and can be used to analyze the dynamic changes of stable
OM. The influences of several exotic plant invasion on OC and ON accumulation were previously
studied [8,13]. For example, the invasion of Typha significantly increased the concentrations of SOM,
nitrate, and ammonium [8], the Phragmites australis invasion also increased the C stock corresponding
to the increase in aboveground biomass [9]. While little research involved the effects of alligator weed
invasion on SOM.

Alien plant invasion might also change the soil microhabitat through root exudates, and then
change the composition of bacterial communities in the soils, which is likely to be the mechanism
of plant invasion [14]. Batten et al. [15] reported that both the invasion of Centaurea solstitialis and
Aegilops triuncialis changed the soil bacterial communities, and especially increased the proportions of
sulfur-oxidizing bacteria. However, the effects of alligator weed invasion on bacterial composition is
still unknown.

Nansi Lake (NL) is one of the largest inland lakes in the South-to-North Water Diversion Project
in China. The investigation from 2013–2016 showed that part of the Nansi Lake Basin was invaded
by alligator weed, among which constructed wetlands were largely invaded. In addition, previous
studies suggested that different wetland types can affect the distribution of LFOM, HFOM, and
microorganism [16], which might cause disturbance to the effects of alligator weed invasion. Thus,
two natural wetlands and two constructed wetlands from the Nansi Lake Basin were investigated and
invaded, and normal wetland sediments were sampled to study the accumulation and composition
differences of SOM and bacterial communities under the alligator weed invasion. The aims of this study
were—(1) to analyze the content and storage differences of OC and ON by comparing sediments from
invaded areas and normal wetland habitat, and (2) to explore and compare the microbial composition
under the effects of alligator weed invasion and wetland types. Our results would be important to
predict the wetland function under alligator weed invasion.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Site and Sampling

The field sampling was conducted in the Nansi Lake Basin (NLB), which is located in the
Jining, Shandong Province of China. NLB belongs to warm temperate monsoon climate, has a
high temperature, is rainy in summer, and sunny and cold weather in winter. The annual average
temperature is 13.3–14.1 ◦C. The average frost-free period is 199 days and the annual precipitation is
597–820 mm.

With a total area of 1266 km2, the Nansi Lake (NL) is the largest inland lake in the Shandong
Province. It has 53 tributaries and the Xinxue River (XR) is a large tributary that connects to NL from
the southeast. The Xinxue River Constructed Wetland (XRCW) were designed and operated in 2008,
downstream of XR, and were 5100-m-long and 270-m-wide [17]. The Nansi Lake estuary (NLE) is an
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extensive flat wetland mouth of XRCW that transfers water from the XRCW into NL. NLE has similar
characteristic and habitat with XRCW, and also receives the rush from lake water. XRCW and NLE
have significantly higher plant richness and diversity than NL and XR. Concretely, the main plants in
XRCW and NLE are P. australis, Acorus calamus, and A. philoxeroides, etc., while NL and XR have fewer
plant cover. Sediments can be divided into sand, silt, and clay, based on the particle size. In NLB, the
corresponding proportions of sand, silt, and clay in NL and XR were on average, 20.21%, 43.30%, and
36.48%, and those in XRCW and NLE were 13.16%, 76.54%, and 10.31%, respectively, based on the
previous reports [18,19]. In this study, within the geographic range of 34◦42 50.02–34◦52 18.51 N and
117◦04 45.30–117◦18 29.41 E, we collected sediment samples from the XR and NL for characterizing the
natural wetlands and from the XRCW and NLE, as representative of constructed wetlands.

The sediment sampling lasted for ten days from May to June of 2017. Sediments of the constructed
wetlands were collected first and then the sediments of XR and NL were collected accordingly.
Preliminary investigation found that NL and XR were rarely invaded by alligator weed with an
invaded area of less than 5%, while XRCW and NLE were largely invaded, with the invaded area
exceeding 30%. Thus, the invaded sites and non-invaded sites were selected as representative of
invaded habitats and normal habitats in this study. Specifically, we selected eight invaded sites and
seven non-invaded sites in XRCW, and three invaded sites and four non-invaded sites in NLE. Two and
five non-invaded sites were selected in NL and XR, respectively. In total, 29 sites were selected and the
details of the sampling sites are shown in Figure 1. Previous reports showed that OC and ON were
sensitive to soil depths in terrestrial ecosystem [20,21], thus sediments from two depths (0–15 cm and
15–25 cm) were collected to analyze the vertical distribution pattern of C and N fractions. At each
site, sediment cores of 0–25 cm were excavated, the five-point sampling method was applied to collect
sediment samples of 500–1000 g wet weight from two depths, using a GRASP sediment sampler
(GRASP ZYQ-WN, Beijing, China). Meanwhile, surface sediment samples of 30–50 g were collected
and stored in 4 ◦C ice box for bacterial analysis, and surface sediments were also in-situ collected using
a cutting ring of 100 cm3 to analyze soil bulk density and moisture contents.
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Figure 1. The (a) national, (b) regional, and (c) local geographical setting of the study area.
Map (c) showed the sampling sites from the invaded and normal habitats of the four wetlands.

2.2. Separation and Analysis of Organic Matter

Sediment samples were air-dried at room temperature (~20 ◦C) and then ground for further
analysis. Due to sensitivity of soil OC and ON analysis, the dried soil was passed through a 0.9-mm
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sieve to remove biological residues, broken roots, and detritus. The LFOM and HFOM of the weighed
10 g soils were stratified by adding 40 mL 1.70 g·mL−1 sodium iodide solution. The C and N contents
of the LFOM and HFOM were determined using an elemental analyzer (Vario EL III; Elementar
Analysensysteme, Hanau, Germany). From the data thus obtained, we calculated the contents of
LFOC, HFOC, LFON, HFON, and the C:N ratios of the light and heavy fractions (LFOC:LFON and
HFOC:HFON). Detailed procedures were reported by Zhang et al. [18]. Moisture contents and bulk
density were determined and calculated by comparing sediment weight in a set volume (100 cm3),
before and after drying at 105 ◦C [22]. In addition, the storages of C or N fractions were calculated,
based on the sampling depths, bulk density, and C and N fractions contents [23].

2.3. Illumina MiSeq and Data Processing

After the field sampling, the 29 surface samples were freeze-dried for 48 h at −50 ◦C (F-20; NIHON
Co., Shanghai, China) and sifted through a 2-mm nylon sieve to remove residual animal and plant
matter, for analyzing the bacterial composition. The cetyltrimethylammonium ammonium bromide
was widely used to extract the total bacterial and vegetal genomic DNA in the last decades [24],
so it was used in our research. The detailed DNA extracting procedures referred to the report of
Niemi et al. [25]. We quantified the extracted DNA by using Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and checked the DNA quality with 1.2% agarose gel
electrophoresis [26]. The purified DNA was diluted to 25 ng/µL, and then PCR amplification of the 16S
rRNA genes V4 region was performed using the primers 515F and 806R [27]. Sample-specific 7-bp
barcodes were incorporated into the primers for multiplex sequencing. The PCR was conducted using
the Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase) with GC buffer
(New England Biolabs Co., Ipswich, MA, USA) and concrete operations were showed in the report
of Dolgova et al. [28]. The PCR products were mixed in equal amounts, according to concentration,
and the mixed products were purified with 2% agarose gel electrophoresis and quantified by using
the PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Then, the paired-end 2 × 300 bp
sequencing was performed using the Illlumina MiSeq platform with MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 at Shanghai
Personal Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). The Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology
(QIIME, v1.8.0) pipeline was employed to process the sequencing data, as previously described [26,27].
The nucleotide sequences we obtained were deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology
Information, under the accession number PRJNA470781, PRJNA470783, and PRJNA470794.

Raw sequencing reads with exact matches to the barcodes were assigned to the respective samples
and identified as valid sequences in FLASH (version 1.2.7, Center for Computational Biology of
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, USA, 2011. http://ccb.jhu.edu/software/FLASH) [26].
The chimeras were identified and removed by Uchime of Mother (version 4.1, The Department of
Microbiology & Immunology at The University of Michigan, Detroit, MI, USA. 2011. http://www.
mothur.org/), the low-quality sequences were filtered and the remaining high-quality sequences were
clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at 97% sequence identity by UCLUST, and then
representative OTU sequences were selected [16,29]. These sequences were identified at the genus
level, against the SILVA rRNA database in Mothur (version 1.31.2, The Department of Microbiology &
Immunology at The University of Michigan, Detroit, MI, USA. 2009. http://www.mothur.org/) [30].
On the basis of the taxonomic information obtained, we determined the community composition of
each sample at the different classification levels—kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, and genus [31].
To minimize the difference of sequencing depth across samples, an averaged, rounded rarefied OTU
table was generated by averaging 100 evenly resampled OTU subsets, under 90% of the minimum
sequencing depth.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Before further statistical analysis, all data were checked by the normality test
(Kolmogorov-Smirnova test) and the outliers were removed, based on the corresponding stem-leaf
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plot. The homogeneity tests of variances were also applied to ensure that the significances were higher
than 0.05. The mean concentrations and storages of the C and N fraction were calculated in the four
wetlands and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to indicate the OM differences
in the four wetlands. A two-way ANOVA was conducted to determine the effects of two wetland
types (constructed/natural wetlands) and two wetland habitats (invaded/normal wetland habitats) on
the OM concentrations and storages for each sediment depth. Meanwhile, the contents of C and N
fractions and LFOC LFON ratio of all sampling sites were also independently analyzed for the effects
of two sediment depths. The above-mentioned steps were conducted in SPSS (version 21.0).

To evaluate microbial alpha diversity, we calculated the abundance-based coverage estimator
(ACE) index, using an ACE calculator (The Department of Microbiology & Immunology at The
University of Michigan, Detroit, MI, USA. 2009. https://www.mothur.org/wiki/Ace) [32]. Observed
OTUs were counted in Mothur, and OTU-level ranked abundance curves were generated to compare
the richness and evenness of OTUs among groups (Figure S1). Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
of bacterial phyla was performed in Canoco (version 4.5, Wageningen University and Research Centre,
Vakhn, Netherlands, 2002) [33]. All bacterial taxa at the phylum level and the ACE index were checked
to remove the outliers, and all data used obeyed normal distribution. For the potential effects of
alligator weed on bacterial composition, we conducted the mean value analysis of the bacterial phyla
in the four wetlands, which differentiated between the invaded and normal habitats. A two-way
ANOVA was conducted to determine the significant differences of bacterial taxa and ACE index
between constructed/natural wetlands and between invaded/normal habitats. The Benjamini–Hochberg
algorithm was processed to control false discovery rate at the significance level of 0.05 for the two-way
ANOVA of bacterial phyla in R (version 3.2.2) [34]. Cluster analysis by the unweighted pair-group
method with arithmetic means was conducted to the bacterial phyla among the four wetlands that
differentiated between invaded and normal habitats in R (version 3.2.2). Pearson correlation analysis
was also conducted to assess the potential associations between the bacterial taxa and OM fractions,
using the SPSS software (version 21.0). Concretely, the p-values for the Pearson correlation analysis
meant the significances between the two variables in this study indicated significant correlation, and
extremely significant correlation when the p-values were less than 0.05 and 0.01, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Organic Matter in the Wetland Habitats

In this study, the contents and storage of the C and N fractions did not present noteworthy
difference among the wetlands of XRCW, NLE, XR, and NL. This indicated that the different wetlands
were not an important factor affecting the OM contents and storage (Table 1). This finding was in
accordance with the reports of Cao et al. [35], who showed the similar distribution trend of organic
carbon in XRCW and XR. Specifically, LFOC and HFON reached the maximal average values of
0.834, and 0.414 g·kg−1 in the surface sediments of NLE, LFON reached the maximal average content
(0.043 g·kg−1) and storage (0.010 kg·m−2) in the surface sediments of XRCW, while HFOC contents and
storage of HFOC and HFON were the greatest in NL with the average values of 15.55 g·kg−1, and 4.199
and 0.078 kg·m−2. Hogan et al. [36] indicated that natural wetlands had a higher OC concentration
than the constructed wetlands. Further, Bruland and Richardson [37] showed that non-riverine organic
soil flat hydrogeomorphic of natural or constructed wetlands had significantly higher OC contents.
Due to the extensive flat transition area from XRCW to NL, NLE showed the highest moisture content
in this study.

The distribution and storage characteristic of organic matter in the natural wetlands (XR and NL)
and the constructed wetlands (XRCW and NLE) were analyzed in this study (Table 2). Results showed
that contents of LFOC and LFON in the surface sediments were significantly higher in the constructed
wetlands (mean values of 0.791 and 0.043 g·kg−1) than those in the natural wetlands (mean values
of 0.500 and 0.022 g·kg−1), while HFs showed no significant difference. The finding indicated the
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sensitivity of LFOC and LFON, and the effects of wetland types were mainly on the LFs. Gao et al. [38]
also showed that LFOC was the best potential indicator of the OC dynamics. Nelson et al. [39]
reported that high C inputs contributed to the high LFOC contents in restored grassland. In this
study, the significantly higher contents of LFOC and LFON in the constructed wetlands than in
natural wetlands might result from the high plant cover and the corresponding input of LFs into
sediments [12,40]. The moisture content was also remarkably higher in the constructed wetlands (76%)
than in the natural wetlands (45%), the result was in accordance with our previous report [21]. It was
reported that moisture contents had positive and significant relationships with the composition of clay
and silt, while it had negative associations with proportion of sand [41]. Thus, the higher moisture
contents in the constructed wetlands might have resulted from the higher proportion of clay and
silt in the constructed wetlands (86.85%) than in the natural wetlands (79.78%) [18,19]. In addition,
sampling-time difference and root activities might also be important factors [42]. The storages of LFOC,
LFON, and HFON in he constructed wetlands were relatively higher but not significant. A previous
study showed that storages of OC and ON had no significant difference between wetland types of
bogs and fens [43], suggesting that the OM storage was relatively stable and not easily affected by
different wetland types.

Table 1. The concentrations (g·kg−1) and storage (kg·m−2) of C and N fractions in the surface sediments
of the four wetland areas (mean values ± standard deviation).

Parameters XRCW NLE XR NL p-Values

LFOC 0.771 ± 0.28 0.834 ± 0.41 0.460 ± 0.24 0.601 ± 0.04 0.173
LFON 0.043 ± 0.021 0.042 ± 0.024 0.022 ± 0.014 0.025 ± 0.005 0.182
HFOC 13.92 ± 5.05 14.80 ± 8.70 13.27 ± 5.37 15.55 ± 8.03 0.961
HFON 0.290 ± 0.21 0.414 ± 0.32 0.115 ± 0.11 0.308 ± 0.27 0.360
S(LFOC) 0.170 ± 0.06 0.164 ± 0.07 0.147 ± 0.09 0.168 ± 0.014 0.937
S(LFON) 0.010 ± 0.01 0.008 ± 0.005 0.007 ± 0.005 0.0068 ± 0.003 0.798
S(HFOC) 3.20 ± 1.14 2.75 ± 1.30 3.80 ± 1.27 4.199 ± 1.58 0.350
S(HFON) 0.061 ± 0.06 0.071 ± 0.06 0.031 ± 0.04 0.078 ± 0.09 0.619

Moisture content (%) 0.682 ± 0.17 0.925 ± 0.55 0.441 ± 0.10 0.464 ± 0.14 0.054
Bulk density (g·cm−3) 0.979 ± 0.16 0.852 ± 0.29 1.146 ± 0.16 1.125 ± 0.18 0.087

S(LFOC) means the storage of light fraction organic carbon (LFOC) in wetland sediments of 0–15 cm depth. The p values
indicated the distribution differences among the four wetlands by one-way ANOVA.

The areas invaded by alligator weed showed significantly higher moisture contents than the
normal wetland habitats, root growth and activities might be the main driving factors [42]. While
Hossler [44] showed that the newly created (constructed) wetland had a higher soil bulk density,
less moisture content, plant biomass, or SOC than the natural wetlands. The opposite results might
indicate that wetland age was also an important factor affecting the soil physical properties and the
OM accumulation level [45]. In the surface sediments, the contents of the C and N fractions in invaded
habitats were prominently higher than those in normal wetland habitat. This was in accordance with
the reports of Yang et al. [46] and Zhang et al. [47], who observed the increases in the contents of OC
and ON under Spartina alterniflora invasion. On average, in this study, the LFOC, LFON, HFOC, and
HFON of invaded habitats were 0.265 g·kg−1, 0.029 g·kg−1, 5.27 g·kg−1, and 0.278 g·kg−1 higher than
those in normal habitats. Zhang et al. [47] showed that S. alterniflora invasion promoted the increase of
OC and ON storage for 3.67–4.90 g C·kg−1 and 0.307–0.391 g N·kg−1, respectively. The increasing level
of ON was higher than that in the invaded sediments of this study, while the increase in OC was less
than that in our results. Moreover, Singh et al. [48] indicated higher pH values in the invaded soil
than in the non-invaded soil and Dlamini et al. [49] showed a significantly higher depletion of OC in
acidic soil (pH < 5) than in soil with high pH. Therefore, the high accumulation of OC in the invaded
areas might profit from the potential high pH values in this study, relative works need to be done to
confirm the deduction. Furthermore, the ON storages were also much higher in the invaded habitats
than in the normal habitats (Table 2). However, the invasion of S. alterniflora and Lythrum salicaria
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dramatically stimulated N mineralization and nitrification, by adding N input, thus the storage of
ON was unchanged [50–52]. Therefore, this study demonstrated that alligator weed invasion could be
beneficial to the net storage of N fractions. It was reported that the deposition of C could be inhibited
by a low N content, given that the denitrification process was closely associated with that of OC
decomposition [53,54]. Therefore, an increase of N input was considered favorable for the deposition
of OC.

The contents of LFOC and LFON were 0.721 and 0.038 g·kg−1 in the surface sediments (0–15 cm),
significantly higher than they were in the subsurface (15–25 cm), at 0.511 and 0.022 g·kg−1 respectively
(Figure 2). The accumulation and mineralization of LFs were dynamic and sensitive, and easily affected
by climate change, wetland hydrology, and soil physical components [55]. Zhang et al. [20] and
Zhang et al. [56] also reported that the OC contents significantly decreased in the soil profiles of reed
wetland, paddy field, fens, and humus marsh. As the decomposable fraction, LFs were remarkably
decreased in the wetland profile [21,57], which could be caused by their physicochemical lability.
In the surface sediments, the effects of wetland types or wetland habitats on the LFs contents were
significant, while the effects were mostly insignificant in the subsurface sediments, indicating that
the C and N fractions in the surface sediments were easily changed and affected by environmental
factors. LFOC:LFON values showed no difference between natural and constructed wetlands in
surface sediments, while it was notably higher in natural wetlands than in constructed wetland in
the subsurface sediments. Wang et al. [43] indicated the interacting effects on OC and ON but not
on the C:N ratio, indicating that the OC and ON might have different distribution patterns affected
by the wetland types and depths. In this study, the changes of LFOC:LFON values between the two
depths were mostly caused by the higher decreasing rate of LFON (41.66%) than that of LFOC (29.09%)
from the surface to the subsurface sediments, which further indicated the sensitivity of LFON to the
sampling depths.
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sediment depths (0–15 cm and 15–25 cm). The error bars indicate the standard deviation. One-way
ANOVA of two depths was conducted on LFOC and LFON, and the mean value analysis was also
implemented to the LFOC:LFON ratio.
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Table 2. The average concentrations (g·kg−1) and storage (kg·m−2) of C and N fractions (mean values
± standard deviation) and the two-way ANOVA (constructed/natural wetlands and invaded/normal
habitats) for each depths.

Parameters (0–15 cm) LFOC LFON HFOC HFON S(LFOC) S(LFON) S(HFOC) S(HFON)

Constructed wetlands 0.791 ± 0.32 0.043 ± 0.022 14.20 ± 6.23 0.313 ± 0.24 0.168 ± 0.07 0.010 ± 0.008 3.058 ± 1.18 0.064 ± 0.056
Natural wetlands 0.500 ± 0.21 0.022 ± 0.011 13.92 ± 5.59 0.175 ± 0.14 0.153 ± 0.07 0.007 ± 0.004 3.913 ± 1.23 0.044 ± 0.055
p values 0.012 0.004 0.912 0.146 0.633 0.255 0.138 0.431
Invaded habitats 0.885 ± 0.29 0.056 ± 0.019 17.40 ± 5.31 0.464 ± 0.26 0.174 ± 0.08 0.012 ± 0.011 3.610 ± 1.24 0.087 ± 0.060
Normal habitats 0.620 ± 0.29 0.027 ± 0.015 12.13 ± 5.598 0.186 ± 0.18 0.159 ± 0.06 0.007 ± 0.003 3.053 ± 1.21 0.042 ± 0.046
p values 0.027 0.000 0.019 0.014 0.585 0.152 0.249 0.046

Parameters (15–25 cm) LFOC LFON HFOC HFON S(LFOC) S(LFON) S(HFOC) S(HFON)

Constructed wetlands 0.572 ± 0.45 0.026 ± 0.018 15.27 ± 6.36 0.295 ± 0.18
Natural wetlands 0.245 ± 0.19 0.006 ± 0.002 12.11 ± 4.01 0.180 ± 0.15
p values 0.137 0.042 0.23 0.169
Invaded habitats 0.688 ± 0.58 0.030 ± 0.02 16.29 ± 6.91 0.328 ± 0.15
Normal habitats 0.390 ± 0.26 0.017 ± 0.01 13.42 ± 5.23 0.232 ± 0.18
p values 0.082 0.079 0.214 0.202

It showed the significant and extremely significant difference, when p values were less than 0.05 and 0.01, respectively
(in bold). S(LFOC) means the storage of LFOC.

3.2. Bacterial Distribution and Composition

The PCA was conducted and the first two axes explained 90.3% of the sample variation (Figure 3).
Thereinto, a variance of 81.8% was attributed to principal component 1, and principal component 2
captured 8.5% of the variance. The samples, from the constructed or the natural wetland, and from the
invaded area or the normal wetland habitats, were mostly decentralized and distributed, and showed
no obvious aggregation. As a whole, this indicated that the factors of invaded/normal wetland habitats
and constructed/natural wetlands might not cause notable changes to the sediment microflora.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 15 
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The composition pattern of the bacterial phyla was analyzed and the cluster analysis of the
four wetlands that differentiated between invaded and normal habitats was implemented (Figure 4).
Cluster analysis showed that the invaded areas were gathered first, and then clustered with NLE,
which followed by NL, XRCW, and XR, accordingly. The finding suggested that the alligator weed
invasion was a dominant factor that affected the bacterial phyla composition, while the effect of
wetland types was not obvious, due to the scattered cluster between natural and constructed wetlands.
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Specifically, Proteobacteria (55.94%), Bacteroidetes (5.74%), Acidobacteria (6.66%), and Chloroflexi
(4.67%) were the dominant bacterial phyla in the studied areas. Among the dominant phyla, Firmicutes
was significantly higher in the constructed wetlands (2.01%) than in the natural wetlands (1.43%;
adjusted p value of 0.044), while distribution of Gemmatimonadetes was the opposite (adjusted p value
of 0.026). Proportion of Cyanobacteria was also very high in the natural wetlands (0.55%) than in the
constructed wetlands (0.33%). The results were similar with our previous study on these wetlands,
indicating the relatively stable composition of bacterial phyla [21]. Moreover, Adrados et al. [58]
showed the significant differences of Bacteroidetes proportions among different wetland units, and
it was mostly associated with the degradation of high molecular weight compounds and complex
organic particles, such as cellulose and lignin [59,60]. The insignificant distribution of Bacteroidetes in
this study indicated its stability under the effects of wetland types and the invaded/normal habitats.
Cyanobacteria can reportedly degrade pyrene and other complex organics, and it was very abundant
in oil-polluted sediments [61]. Thus, the high proportion of Cyanobacteria in natural wetlands might
contribute to the degradation of the C and N fractions, which result in the corresponding low contents,
especially in XR. In addition, as a ubiquitous colonizer, Cyanobacteria prefers a high NO3

−-N and
NH4

+-N environment, thus, the higher proportion of Cyanobacteria in natural wetlands than in
constructed wetlands might indicate potential eutrophication, especially in NL. Firmicutes was mainly
identified as a denitrifier [62], including abundant bacterial taxa that reduce the nitrate into ammonia
in anaerobic environment and improve sewage purification in constructed wetlands. Therefore, the
high Firmicutes in constructed wetlands and high Cyanobacteria in natural wetlands promote the
metabolism of NO3

- and NH4
+ into ON and ammonia, respectively. Nitrospirae is one typical nitrifying

bacteria that oxidize NH3 and NO2
- into NO3

- [63], it showed no significant difference between the
two wetland types or between the invaded and normal wetland habitats, with a mean proportion of
3.58% in this study.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 15 
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Figure 4. The cluster analysis of the invaded and normal wetlands and the composition characteristic
of the dominant bacterial phyla. I-XRCW/I-NLE—Invaded Xinxue River Constructed Wetland/Invaded
Nansi Lake estuary.

In the level of bacterial phyla taxa, Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria, and Gemmatimonadetes were
significantly higher in the invaded areas than in the normal wetland habitats (adjusted p values
were 0.028, 0.041, and 0.045, respectively). It was reported that Acidobacteria and Actinobacteria
were important microbial components that closely associate with the decomposition of biological
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residues and carbon mineralization, respectively [21,64]; thus, their high proportions in the invaded
areas might suggest the high efficiency of carbon sequestration and mineralization. The ACE index
was much higher in both the invaded areas (6332.8) and the constructed wetlands (6170.0) than in
normal or natural wetland conditions (5838.7 and 5574.0), with p values of 0.128 and 0.158, respectively.
This suggested that the invaded and constructed wetland habitats were beneficial to the increase
in bacterial diversity. Batten et al. [15] showed that the invasion of C. solstitialis and A. triuncialis
significantly changed the soil bacterial composition pattern, and the newly invaded areas had a
microbial composition similar to the original native soils. Alligator weed invasion increased bacterial
diversity and the abundance of Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria, and Gemmatimonadetes. At the class
level, the α-, β-, γ-, and δ-proteobacteria accounted for 9.22%, 14.61%, 12.23%, and 16.82% of the microbial
communities, respectively, which were the dominant classes in this study. The Pearson correlation
analysis showed that proportions of Acidobacteria were significantly and positively associated with
the concentrations of LFON (p = 0.425, R2 = 0.187) and HFON (p = 0.474, R2 = 0.224). This indicated
that the Acidobacteria activities might promote the ON accumulation.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the contents of LFs significantly differed under the effects of wetland types
and alligator weed invasion. The contents of LFs were also sensitive and easily affected in the
surface sediments, as compared to the subsurface sediments. The storages of OM were very stable.
Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Acidobacteria, and Chloroflexi were the dominant bacterial phyla and
abundance of Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria, and Gemmatimonadetes were significantly higher in
the invaded habitats than in normal habitats. The high ACE index in the constructed wetlands and
invaded areas suggested the corresponding high bacterial diversity. In addition, Acidobacteria had
significant and positive effects on ON accumulation. This study contributed to the understanding of
the effects of alligator weed invasion on the composition characteristics of organic matter and bacterial
communities in wetland, which is important to predict the function of wetlands, under plant invasions.
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